
 

North Carolina lawmakers nearing final
Medicaid expansion OK

March 22 2023, by Gary D. Robertson

  
 

  

North Carolina Senate leader Phil Berger, left, speaks alongside House Speaker
Tim Moore at a news conference about a Medicaid expansion agreement on
March 2, 2023, at the Legislative Building in Raleigh, N.C. The agreement to
expand Medicaid in the state neared final legislative approval Wednesday, March
23, 2023, as the House agreed to a bipartisan plan to ease or eliminate
regulations that block the opening of new hospital beds or operating expensive
equipment. Credit: AP Photo/Hannah Schoenbaum, File
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An agreement to expand Medicaid in North Carolina neared final
legislative approval Wednesday as the House agreed to a bipartisan plan
to ease or eliminate regulations that block the opening of new hospital
beds or operating expensive equipment.

Republican lawmakers had been skeptical for nearly a decade about
accepting expansion, which originated from the 2010 federal Affordable
Care Act.

But the House voted 95-21 for legislation stemming from a deal between
House and Senate GOP leaders, announced three weeks ago, that would
direct state health officials to accept Medicaid coverage for potentially
600,000 low-income adults.

Legislators also were convinced by an estimated extra $1.75 billion in
cash over two years that Congress approved in a COVID-19 recovery
law if North Carolina joined now.

One more affirmative House vote is needed Thursday before it goes to
the desk of Democratic Gov. Roy Cooper, a longtime expansion
advocate, for his likely signature. The Senate passed the final legislation
by overwhelming margins last week.

North Carolina, one of 11 states that haven't yet adopted expansion,
currently has 2.9 million enrollees in traditional Medicaid coverage.

"Today marks an important day for so many North Carolina citizens,"
said Rep. Donny Lambeth, a Forsyth County Republican, during
Wednesday's floor debate. "This has been a long, bumpy journey. But
we're here to make history and move North Carolina forward."
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https://www.ncleg.gov/Sessions/2023/Bills/House/PDF/H76v3.pdf


 

  

North Carolina state Rep. Donny Lambeth, R-Forsyth, speaks to reporters
following the House Health Committee meeting at the Legislative Office
Building in Raleigh, N.C., on Feb. 14, 2023. An agreement to expand Medicaid
in the state neared final legislative approval Wednesday, March 22, 2023, as the
House agreed to a bipartisan plan to ease or eliminate regulations that block the
opening of new hospital beds or operating expensive equipment. Lambeth was a
negotiator of the expansion bill. Credit: AP Photos/Gary D. Robertson, File

Cooper doesn't care for the North Carolina expansion bill language that
says expansion can't be enacted until a separate state budget law is
approved in the months ahead. Republicans argue that it makes sense for
the state to accept expansion at the same time they adjust the state's
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conventional Medicaid program. But it also gives GOP leaders leverage
to fill the budget with other unrelated items the governor may strongly
oppose.

Democratic legislators like Rep. Carla Cunningham of Mecklenburg
County had sought expansion for years. Cunningham, a registered nurse,
said during the brief debate that she has been "waiting a good long time
to get to the bittersweet end of this journey."

"We're almost there and can celebrate," she said.

The state's 10% share of expenses for Medicaid expansion recipients
would be paid through hospital assessments. Hospitals also are expected
to receive larger reimbursements for treating Medicaid patients through
a federal program the state is requested to enter in the legislation.

The legislation also would scale back "certificate of need" rules that have
required state health officials, for example, to sign off before hospital
beds for mental health patients are opened or MRI machines are
purchased. Senate Republicans insisted on such changes as part of any
expansion deal—a requirement that meant talks idled in 2022.
Negotiations resumed earlier this year.

Cooper and many lawmakers want to spend much of the additional $1.75
billion on mental health services.

© 2023 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not
be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed without permission.
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